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Abstract
In this work, we introduce a scheme for modelling actor systems within sequential term rewriting.
In our proposal, a TRS consists of the union of three components: the functional part (which is
specific of a system), a set of rules for reducing concurrent actions, and a set of rules for defining
a particular scheduling policy. A key ingredient of our approach is that concurrent systems are
modelled by terms in which concurrent actions can never occur inside user-defined function calls.
This assumption greatly simplifies the definition of the semantics for concurrent actions, since
no term traversal will be needed. We prove that these systems are well defined in the sense that
concurrent actions can always be reduced.
Our approach can be used as a basis for modelling actor-based concurrent programs, which
can then be analyzed using existing techniques for term rewrite systems.
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1 Introduction
In this work, we consider the so called actor model [1] of concurrency, the model underlying
programming languages like Erlang [3] or Scala [7]. In this model, a program consists of a
pool of processes –the actors, each one identified by a unique process identifier– that interact
by exchanging messages in an asynchronous manner. Each process has a (local) mailbox
where incoming messages are stored, which is not shared with the other processes. When a
process receives a message, it can update its local state, send messages, or create new actors.
Here, we aim at modelling an Erlang-like language within sequential term rewriting. The
basic objects of the language are variables (denoted by identifiers starting with a capital letter,
e.g., X,Y, . . .), atoms (denoted by a, b, . . . ), process identifiers –pids– (denoted by p, p′, . . . ),
constructors (which are fixed in Erlang to lists, tuples and atoms), and defined functions
(denoted by f/n, g/m, . . .). In Erlang, programs are sequences of function definitions. Each
function f/n is defined by a rule f(X1, . . . , Xn)→ s. where X1, . . . , Xn are distinct variables
and the body of the function, s, can be an expression, a sequence of expressions, a case
distinction, message sending (e.g., main ! {hello,world} sends a message {hello,world} to the
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process with pid main) and receiving (e.g., receive {A,B} → A end reads a message from
the process mailbox that matches the pattern {A,B} and returns A), pattern matching
where the right-hand side can be an expression, the primitive self() (that returns the pid of
the current process) or a process creation (e.g., spawn(foo, [1, 2]) creates a new process that
executes foo(1, 2)).
Consider, for instance, the following Erlang program:
main(X,Y ) → P = spawn(sum, [ ]),
P ! {X,Y, self()},
receive
Z → Z
end.
sum() → receive
{N,M,P} → P ! add(N,M)
end,
sum().
add(N,M) → case N of
zero→M
{succ, X} → {succ, add(X,M)}
end.
Here, natural numbers are represented by zero, {succ, zero}, {succ, {succ, zero}}, etc. When
we execute this program, e.g., with main({succ, zero}, {succ, zero}), the function main first
spawns a new process, then sends both numbers and the own process identifier –obtained with
the predefined function self()– to the new process, say {{succ, zero}, {succ, zero},p1}, and
receive suspends until some message arrives. The new process executes function sum which is
initially suspended until a message arrives. When the message {{succ, zero}, {succ, zero},p1}
arrives, it calls to function add and returns the value {succ, {succ, zero}} to the process that
requested the sum. Graphically,
  main (1) spawn //
(2) {{succ,zero},{succ,zero},p1}
&&   sum
(3) {succ,{succ,zero}}
ff
We do not formally describe the semantics of Erlang here, but refer the reader to, e.g., [12].
Nevertheless, let us recall some relevant points about the semantics of Erlang:
Erlang considers eager evaluation for function calls.
The clauses of a case expression are tried in the textual order. Once the argument of a
case expression matches a pattern, the remaning branches are discarded; note that this is
the only sensible semantics when we have overlapping clauses (e.g., for defining default
cases).
Receive expressions proceed analogously to a case expression, but considers the first
message in the process mailbox that matches some branch. If no one matches (or the
mailbox is empty), the process’ computation suspends until a new message arrives.
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As for message passing, Erlang’s rule is that the direct messages between two processes
should arrive in the same order they are sent. Nothing is said, though, when the messages
follow different paths (i.e., when they traverse some other intermediate processes that
resend the message). This is actually the source of many unexpected errors, and the
reason to introduce a semantics like that of [11, 14].
In the following, we present an approach to model actor systems in the context of (sequential)
rewriting, so that they can then be analyzed using existing techniques for term rewrite
systems.
2 Term Rewriting
We assume familiarity with basic concepts of term rewriting. We refer the reader to, e.g., [4]
for further details.
A signature F is a set of function symbols. Given a set of variables V with F ∩ V = ∅,
we denote the domain of terms by T (F ,V). We assume that F always contains at least one
constant f/0. We use f, g, . . . to denote functions and x, y, . . . to denote variables. A position
p in a term t is represented by a finite sequence of natural numbers, where  denotes the
root position. The set of positions of a term t is denoted by Pos(t). We let t|p denote the
subterm of t at position p and t[s]p the result of replacing the subterm t|p by the term s.
Var(t) denotes the set of variables appearing in t. A term t is ground if Var(t) = ∅.
A substitution σ : V 7→ T (F ,V) is a mapping from variables to terms such that Dom(σ) =
{x ∈ V | x 6= σ(x)} is its domain. Substitutions are extended to morphisms from T (F ,V) to
T (F ,V) in the natural way. We denote the application of a substitution σ to a term t by tσ
rather than σ(t). The identity substitution is denoted by id.
A set of rewrite rules l → r such that l is a non-variable term and r is a term whose
variables appear in l is called a term rewriting system (TRS for short); terms l and r are
called the left-hand side (lhs) and the right-hand side (rhs) of the rule, respectively. We
restrict ourselves to finite signatures and TRSs. Given a TRS R over a signature F , the
defined symbols DR are the root symbols of the lhs’s of the rules and the constructors are
CR = F \ DR. Constructor terms of R are terms over CR and V , i.e., T (CR,V). We omit R
from DR and CR if it is clear from the context. A substitution σ is a constructor substitution
(of R) if xσ ∈ T (CR,V) for all variables x. A TRS R is a constructor system if the lhs’s of
its rules have the form f(s1, . . . , sn) where si are constructor terms, i.e., si ∈ T (C,V), for all
i = 1, . . . , n.
For a TRS R, we define the associated rewrite relation→R as the smallest binary relation
satisfying the following: given terms s, t ∈ T (F ,V), we have s→R t iff there exist a position
p in s, a rewrite rule l → r ∈ R and a substitution σ with s|p = lσ and t = s[rσ]p; the
rewrite step is usually denoted by s→p,l→r t to make explicit the position and rule used in
this step. A term t is called irreducible or in normal form w.r.t. a TRS R if there is no term
s with t→R s. A derivation is a (possibly empty) sequence of rewrite steps. Given a binary
relation →, we denote by →∗ its reflexive and transitive closure. Thus t→∗R s means that
t can be reduced to s in R in zero or more steps. We say that s i→p,l→r t is an innermost
rewrite step if s→p,l→r t and all proper subterms of s|p are irreducible.
3 Modelling Concurrency
In this section, we introduce our approach to model actor systems within the context of
(sequential) rewriting. First, note that we do not intend to model the semantics of a
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concurrent language (as it is done, e.g., in [9], where basically an interpreter of Erlang
is specified in Maude [5]), but to present a proposal for specifying actor systems in term
rewriting. In particular, we aim at keeping the functional part of the model as independent as
possible from the concurrent actions. Let us introduce first the structure of the specification
a system:
I Definition 1 (system specification structure). An actor system is specified as a constructor
TRS R = E ∪ A ∪ S, where E is the functional component, A specifies the evaluation of
concurrent actions, and S defines a scheduling policy. Usually, only the functional component
E changes from one system to another.
A given system will be modelled as a term, that is then reduced using the rules of the system
specification. Let us first introduce the term representation for processes:
I Definition 2 (process). A process is denoted by a term p(p, t,m), where p/3 is a constructor
symbol, p is the process identifier (a constructor constant), t is the process’ term, and m is
the mailbox (a list of constructor terms).
Here, we use natural numbers (built from 0 and succ) as pids. Other data structures are
possible, but we choose natural numbers for simplicity. Also, the systems have a global
mailbox which is used to model actor systems following the semantics of Erlang. Whenever a
process p sends a message t to another process p′, we store a term m(p, p′, t) in the global
mailbox. It is then the scheduler who determines when and in which order these messages
should be dispatched to the local mailboxes of the processes. Using this strategy, one can
easily ensure that all possible interleavings are explored, which is essential for, e.g., model
checking techniques. A similar strategy is presented in [11, 14].
A system is basically a pool of processes. In our approach, we model a system by means
of a defined function –so systems are reducible– as follows:
I Definition 3 (system). A system is denoted by a term s(k,m, procs), where s/3 is a defined
symbol, k is a natural number (used to produce fresh pids), m is a global mailbox of the
system, and procs is a pool of processes.
In principle, there are several ways in which we can specify a pool of processes. For instance,
we can introduce a constructor symbol /2 and assume that it is associative and commutative
(AC). Using an AC symbol greatly simplifies the presentation of the rules for concurrent
actions. Note that, in this case, the system rules below are modelling all possible interleavings.
In practice, though, we will be interested only in some of them. For instance, one can use
a standard list to store the processes, and implement a simple Round Robin strategy that
takes the process in the head of the list, performs a reduction step, then moves it to the end
of the list, takes the next one, and so forth (this is the approach followed, e.g., in [13]). Here,
for simplicity, we will consider the first approach.
For instance, an initial system could be represented by the following term:
s(succ(0), [ ], p(0,main(t1, t2), [ ]))
where main is a call to a user-defined function with two arbitrary terms t1 and t2 as arguments.
After a sequence of reduction steps, we may get a system like
s(succ(succ(0)), [ ], p(0, self(. . .), [ ]) p(succ(0), sum, [ ]))
with two processes with pids 0 and succ(0), such that the first one is suspended waiting for
the concurrent action self to be processed by the system rules. The complete example will
be shown in Section 3.3.
In the following, we consider each component of a system specification separately.
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3.1 The Functional Component
The functional component of an actor system is defined by means of a constructor TRS E .
If the system performs no concurrent actions, then E is a standard TRS (and, moreover,
there is no need for the other two components). In general, though, we consider four basic
concurrent actions:
self: this is the simplest action, and just returns the pid of the process.
spawn: this action is used to create new processes. The argument of spawn is typically a
function call that will start the execution of the new process. The pid of the new process
is returned by the call to spawn.
send: this action sends a message to a process identified by a pid. The call to send returns
the value of the message.
receive: this action consists in finding a message in the mailbox that matches some of the
given patterns. If there is no such message (or the mailbox is empty), execution suspends.
In order to model these concurrent actions, we face a difficult problem. In a language
like Erlang, expressions include sequences of actions and/or function calls. Moreover, as
mentioned before, we do not want to specify an interpreter that traverses terms and executes
both user-defined functions and concurrent actions.
Therefore, we took the following decision to avoid defining a complete interpreter for
concurrent systems (i.e., in order to avoid the approach followed in [9], as mentioned before):
during the reduction of a system, concurrent actions must always occur in the topmost
position of a process’ term.
Thanks to this requirement, one can model concurrent actions using a few simple rules (see
Section 3.2 below). In order for this requirement to hold, we model concurrent actions using
a sort of continuations. Basically, for each concurrent action, we have an associated auxiliary
function that is used to bind some variables and to set the continuation after the concurrent
action. This scheme will ensure that concurrent actions never occur below a user-defined
constructor or defined function.
The constructor symbols used to represent concurrent actions are the following: self/2,
spawn/3, send/3, and rec/2. For self/2, spawn/3 and and rec/2, we have auxiliary functions
called fself/3, fspawn/3 and frec/3 (where the prefix f stands for defined “function”, in contrast
to constructor), which are indexed by a constructor constant. For send/3, an auxiliary function
is not needed since no additional bindings are necessary, and the continuation is set in the
third argument of the constructor function. Concurrent actions are reduced to a term, but
they also produce some side effect (e.g., creating a new process or sending a message). For
instance, in order to model a concurrent action, say p = self() followed by the evaluation of
a term t, we should have a term of the form self(f1, vs), together with a rule
fself(f1, vs, p)→ t
The rules for the evaluation of concurrent actions will be responsible of reducing self(f1, vs)
to fself(f1, vs, k), where k is the pid of the process where self(f1, vs) occurs. The situation is
similar for spawn and rec. The case of send is slightly different since no variables need to be
bound and, thus, the continuation term is just an argument of send. E.g., sending a term t
to a process with pid p, and then continue with the evaluation of t′ is written as send(p, t, t′).
The rules for concurrent actions will then rewrite send(p, t, t′) to t′ also storing the message
in the global mailbox.
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main(x, y) → spawn(main1, [x, y], sum)
fspawn(main1, [x, y], p) → self(main1, [x, y, p])
fself(main1, [x, y, p], s) → send(p, d(x, y, s),
rec(main1, [x, y])
)
frec(main1, [x, y], z) → z
sum → rec(sum1, [ ])
frec(sum1, [ ], d(n,m, p)) → send(p, add(n,m),
sum
)
frec(h, vs, t) → no_match(h, vs)
add(0,m) → m
add(succ(n),m) → succ(add(n,m))
Figure 1 Functional component E of an actor system.
Let us briefly explain the constructor symbols introduced to model concurrent actions:1
self(h, vars), where h is a constructor constant that is used to identify the associated con-
tinuation function. This expression will be rewritten –by the rules of A– to fself(h, vars, k),
where k is the pid of the current process. Here, vars is a list of variables that must be
passed to the auxiliary function.
spawn(h, vars, t), where h is a constructor constant that is used to identify the associated
continuation function, vars are the variables that must be passed to this auxiliary function,
and t is the term that must be evaluated by the new process. As we will see, this term
will be replaced by fspawn(h, vars, k), where k is a fresh pid; also, a new process will be
added to the pool of processes, initialized with t and with pid k.
send(p, t1, t2), where p is a pid and t1, t2 are terms. This action will be replaced with t2
–the continuation– and will add t1 to the mailbox of the process with pid p.
rec(h, vars), where h is a constructor constant that is used to identify the associated
continuation function and vars are the variables that must be passed to this auxiliary
function. This is the most complex action. It is replaced with frec(h, vars,m) where m is
the first message in the process’ mailbox. If there is no matching rule, the next message
will be tried, and so forth.
Note that we do not introduce a special symbol for case expressions. Here, we assume that
case expressions can be modelled by means of ordinary rewrite rules (as in, e.g., [13]).
For instance, the functional component E of the Erlang program shown in Section 1 can
be specified in our context with the rewrite rules of Figure 1. Here, the rules of function
add are essentially the same as in the original Erlang program since they contained no
concurrent actions. Functions main and sum now use a number of auxiliary functions to deal
with concurrent actions so that we get four rules for specifying the original function main
and three more rules for specifying the original function sum. Moreover, some Erlang data
structures are now represented using constructor functions. For instance, the three element
1 Note, however, that the rules that deal with concurrent actions will be introduced in Section 3.2.
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s(k,ms, p(p, self(h, vs),ms′) ps) → s(k,ms, p(p, fself(h, vs, p),ms′) ps)
s(k,ms, p(p, spawn(h, vs, t),ms′) ps) → s(succ(k),ms, p(p, fspawn(h, vs, k),ms′)
 p(k, t, [ ]) ps)
s(k,ms, p(p, send(p′, t, t′),ms′) ps) → s(k,ms++[m(p, p′, t)], p(p, t′,ms′) ps)
s(k,ms, p(p, rec(h, vs),m : ms′) ps) → s(k,ms, p(p, frec(h, vs,m),ms′) ps)
s(k,ms, p(p, no_match(h, vs),m : ms′) ps) → s(k,ms, p(p, frec(h, vs,m),ms′) ps)
s(k,ms, p(p, no_match(h, vs), [ ]) ps) → s(k,ms, p(p, rec(h, vs), [ ]) ps)
Figure 2 Concurrent component A: the system rules.
tuples of the original program are now represented using the constructor function d(_,_,_).
Specifying a system in this style might seem difficult, but one can generate it automatically
from some higher-level language (as it is done in [13] for a similar formalism). The purpose
of this paper, though, is to describe and analyze the properties of the modelling language,
independently of the way the rules are produced.
The language could be more expressive by introducing additional constructs (e.g., a let
expression to avoid duplicating the same term). Nevertheless, here we prefer to keep the
previous minimal set of actions for simplicity.
3.2 Concurrent Actions
In this section, we present the rules of the second component A of an actor system. As
mentioned before, we assume that concurrent actions always occur in the topmost position
of a process’ term, which greatly simplify the rules that deal with concurrent actions.
Let us now introduce the second component, A, with the rules that define the evaluation
of concurrent actions. Here, we assume that  is an AC operator, so that p(p, t,m)  ps
denotes a (non-empty) pool of processes, where p(p, t,m) is an arbitrary process.
I Definition 4 (concurrent actions rules). The component A for concurrent actions is given
by the rewrite rules of Figure 2.2
Let us briefly explain the system rules. The first rule deals with the concurrent action self (a
constructor), which is then replaced by a function call to fself also adding the pid p of the
current process. The second rule first performs a side effect by creating a new process with
pid k, and then replaces the constructor spawn with a call to the function fspawn where the
new pid is also passed as argument. The third rule adds a message to the global mailbox as
a side effect and, then, replaces the constructor send with the continuation t′. The fourth
rule replaces the constructor rec by a call to function frec where the first message of the
local mailbox is also passed as argument. The last two rules are used when the message
does not match any pattern in the receive construct (which is denoted with the constructor
2 We use Haskell’s infix notation for lists, where [ ] denotes the empty list and x : xs a list with head
element x and tail xs. When the number of elements is fixed, we also use the notation [t1, . . . , tn].
Moreover, we use the operator ++ for list concatenation.
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no_match), and we can either perform a new call to function frec passing the next message in
the mailbox, or suspend the evaluation when the mailbox is empty. Observe that in Figure 1
we have a rule
frec(h, vs, t)→ no_match(h, vs)
This rule is used as a default case when a call to function frec with a message does not match
any of the patterns in the previous rules. In order to correctly model this behavior, one
should ensure that once a redex matches a rule, all other rules are discarded (this is further
discussed below in Section 3.4).
3.3 The Scheduler
Finally, we present the specification of the third component, S, the scheduler. These rules
take care of choosing a message from the global mailbox and dispatch it to the corresponding
process. Here, we show a trivial scheduler that just dispatches the messages in the same
order they are sent:
s(k,m(p, p′, t) : ms, p(p′, t′,ms′) ps) → s(k,ms, p(p′, t′,ms′++[t]) ps)
In [14], for instance, we propose to first normalize a system before applying the scheduling
rules. Here, we achieve the same effect by only applying the rules of the scheduler when
no previous rule from A is applicable. Of course, more complex schedulers are possible. In
particular, we might be interested in nondeterministically exploring all possible interleavings,
as it is common in the context of model checking.
Consider now a system defined by the functional component shown in Figure 1 and the
rules of Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Here, we consider the following initial system:
s(1, [ ], p(0,main(succ(0), succ(0)), [ ]))
For clarity, we underline the selected redex at each reduction step; besides, we denote pids
with 0,1,2,. . . instead of 0, succ(0), . . . . Moreover, we use different colors for each element of
the system: green for the global mailbox, blue for the first process with pid 0 and red for the
second process with pid 1. Then, reduction proceeds as shown in Figure 3. In this derivation,
we have marked with α→ the reduction steps where the scheduler dispatches a message to a
local mailbox. Observe that this rule is only applied when no other rule is applicable.
Observe that the normal form contains defined functions –the case of s– and concurrent
actions –the case of rec–. This is not unusual, since in general actor systems run forever (e.g.,
following a client-server architecture).
3.4 Intended Semantics
In this section, we briefly discuss the intended semantics for action systems specified with
TRSs. First, we consider that reductions are performed using leftmost innermost rewriting,
which essentially coincides with the reduction strategy of the functional and concurrent
language Erlang. However, in order to precisely model the semantics of an Erlang-like
language, one should further assume that
only the first rewrite rule that matches a redex is considered.
This is a strong requirement, but it is essential to be able to express the semantics of case and
receive expressions. Overlapping cases –or default cases where the pattern is just a variable–
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s(1, [ ], p(0,main(succ(0), succ(0)), [ ]))
→ s(1, [ ], p(0, spawn(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)], sum), [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, fspawn(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)], 1), [ ]) p(1, sum, [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, self(main1, [succ(0), succ(0), 1]), [ ]) p(1, sum, [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, fself(main1, [succ(0), succ(0), 1], 0), [ ]) p(1, sum, [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, send(1, d(succ(0), succ(0), 0), . . .), [ ]) p(1, sum, [ ]))
→ s(2, [m(0, 1, d(succ(0), succ(0), 0))], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, sum, [ ]))
→ s(2, [m(0, 1, d(succ(0), succ(0), 0))], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ])
p(1, rec(sum1, [ ]), [ ]))
α→ s(2, [ ], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, rec(sum1, [ ]), [d(succ(0), succ(0), 0)]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, frec(sum1, [ ], d(succ(0), succ(0), 0)), [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, send(0, add(succ(0), succ(0)), sum), [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, send(0, succ(add(0, succ(0))), sum), [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, send(0, succ(succ(0)), sum), [ ]))
→ s(2, [m(1, 0, succ(succ(0)))], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, sum, [ ]))
→ s(2, [m(1, 0, succ(succ(0)))], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [ ]) p(1, rec(sum1, [ ]), [ ]))
α→ s(2, [ ], p(0, rec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)]), [succ(succ(0))]) p(1, rec(sum1, [ ]), [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, frec(main1, [succ(0), succ(0)], succ(succ(0))), [ ]) p(1, rec(sum1, [ ]), [ ]))
→ s(2, [ ], p(0, succ(succ(0)), [ ]) p(1, rec(sum1, [ ]), [ ]))
Figure 3 Example of the reduction of a system.
are common and we do not see any other viable alternative (note that it is also essential for
the scheduling strategy mentioned above, where the rules of the scheduler are only applied
when no other rule is applicable). Here, one may replace the default case alternatives by
adding a rule for every non-matching constructor. However, this would only work as long as
the number of atoms is finite (e.g., it will not work for integers). Of course, by ignoring this
requirement, we would compute an overapproximation of the computations of the original
system, but in general this is not a satisfactory solution (even more since a state explosion is
a common problem when analyzing concurrent systems).
Another relevant point is that, for a system to be reduced using only the concurrent
action rules A and the scheduling rules S, one should further require that
in the rules of E, the concurrent actions self/2, spawn/3, send/3, and rec/2 do not
occur below a user-defined constructor or function symbol.
In practice, these constructor symbols either occur in the topmost position of the right-hand
side or in the continuation argument of send/3. Moreover, we say that a term is safe if it
contains no occurrences of self/2, spawn/3, send/3 or rec/2 below a user-defined constructor
or defined function. A TRS is safe if the right-hand sides of all its rules are safe. This static
condition ensures that the rules of A ∪ S suffice to deal with concurrent actions since they
can only occur in the topmost position of a process and, thus, the rules of Figure 2 suffice.
I Theorem 5. Let R = E∪A∪S, where E is a safe constructor TRS, and A and S are defined
as in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Let t0 be a term of the form s(1, [], p(0, f(t1, . . . , tn), []),
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where f is a defined function of E and t1, . . . , tn are purely functional terms.3 Then, for all
t0
i ∗→ t we have that t is a safe term.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the length of the reduction t0
i ∗→ t . Since the
base case t0 = t is trivial, we now consider the inductive case.
Assume that t0
i ∗→ t and t is safe. Let us consider now the innermost reduction step
t
i→R t′. First, we consider the case t i→p,l→r t′ with l→ r ∈ E . By the inductive hypothesis,
we have that t is safe and, thus, both t[ ]p and t|p = lσ are safe. Since r is also safe, we have
that t[r]p is safe. It only remains to show that σ cannot introduce unsafe terms. Here, we
know that t|p is rooted by a defined function of E . Therefore, since t|p is safe, there are no
occurrences of self/2, spawn/3, send/3 or rec/2. Hence, σ cannot introduce any occurrence
of self/2, spawn/3, send/3 or rec/2 too, and t[rσ]p = t′ is thus safe.
The case when t i→p,l→r t′ with l→ r ∈ A ∪ S is immediate by definition of A ∪ S. J
4 Related Work
In this section, we review some related work on modelling actor-based concurrent systems in a
language based on term rewriting. First, Giesl and Arts [6] deal with the verification of Erlang
processes using dependency pairs. They transform Erlang programs to conditional rewrite
systems by hand, so that termination can be analyzed. Another related approach –though
for different source and target languages– is that of Albert et al [2], where a transformation
from a concurrent object-oriented programming language based on message passing to a
rule-based logic-like programming language is introduced.
As mentioned in the introduction, there are some approaches where the goal is to define
a sort of interpreter in a rewriting based language like Maude [5]. This is the case of [9], who
introduces an implementation of Erlang in rewriting logic [8], a unified semantic framework
for concurrency. In this approach, Erlang programs are seen as data objects manipulated by
a sort of interpreter implemented in rewriting logic. In contrast, we aim at specifying plain
rewrite systems that can be analyzed using existing technologies.
This work can be seen as a continuation of [13]. While [13] focused on the transformation
from programs written in a subset of Erlang to rewrite systems, in this work we focused on
the modelling language within the term rewriting setting. The long-term goal is the definition
of a modelling language that is rich enough to specify the main features of Erlang or Scala
programming languages, so that program analysis and transformations can be designed. For
instance, [13] already includes a preliminary deadlock analysis based on narrowing [10], an
extension of rewriting to deal with logic variables.
5 Discussion
In this work, we have introduced a scheme for modelling actor-based concurrent systems in
term rewriting. Our approach can be used as a basis for modelling Erlang-like programs,
which can then be analyzed using existing techniques for term rewrite systems. For instance,
[13] presents a translation scheme for Erlang programs to a specification which is closer to the
one introduced in this paper. The transformation can be tested using the web interface from
http://kaz.dsic.upv.es/erlang2trs/. A similar transformation can be defined from a
subset of Erlang to the actor systems as specified in this paper.
3 A purely functional term has no occurrences of self/2, spawn/3, send/3, rec/2, p/3, m/3, /2 nor s/3.
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As a future work, we consider two main directions. On the first hand, we plan to
investigate rewriting strategies to model the fact that only the first matching rule should
be considered. This is the main difference with standard rewriting. For instance, one could
define a transformation to the actor system –a sort of completion procedure– so that it can
be reduced by standard rewriting with the desired behavior. On the other hand, and in order
to be able to model integers, arithmetic operations, etc., we plan to extend the modelling
language within the framework of integer rewriting. This will allow us to produce more
precise models for programs written in, e.g., Erlang.
Acknowledgements. We thank the anonymous reviewers for their useful comments to
improve this paper.
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